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REPORTING PUPIL GROWTH

AN ADEQUATE PROGRAM of education places emphasis upon in-

dividual and social growth. In helping the school, the parents

and the pupil to evakiate this growth, it is essential that a

plan of reporting be developed which not only will further the ob-

jectives of the school but also will prevent the conflicts which grow
up around competition, success and failure, satisfactory and unsatis-

factory work, inability of individual pupils to adju^ themselves, and

strained pupil-parent-teacher-school relationships.

At best it is difficult to interpret in meaningful, comparable, con-

crete and objective terms what goes on in connection with the learn-

ing of an individual pupil. What may seem to be a very accurate

statement, expressed in terms of percentages or numbers may be

—

because of our inability to measure certain traits by such a scale

—

a very inaccurate and unsatisfactory process.

In all of his relationships the pupil should constantly gain ability

to solve his own problems with the help and cooperation of his

teachers, his fellow-pupils, and his parents. It is important that all

face problems squarely, that a concerted effort be made to discover

suggestions and solutions to individual and group problems. It should

be recognized that in many respects the most valuable outcomes in

education cannot be expressed in terms of subject matter covered.

They are determined rather by the development of emotionalized

attitudes.

The reporting process should aid the pupil to develop wholesome
attitudes toward himself and his work

;
give him the feeling of security

which comes from a realization that one is actually making progress

;

develop in him an objective, impartial attitude toward his own develop-

ment so that he may clearly see in what direction.S( it is necessary to

make improvement, and create a desire for such improvement.

Reporting should contribute to group growth by making sure that

the individuals in the group are not placed in a highly competitive

and emotionalized situation whereby the only way that one can secure

the recognition which the school gives is through "beating out the

other fellow." When this is done, the responsibility of each individ-

ual to help other members of the group will be recognized and the

powers possessed by each will be made a contributing factor to group
success.

The reporting process should aid the parent to understand his child

;

his strength and weaknesses, his hopes and aspirations, the types of

activities in which he has natural interests and abilities, and the ways
in which the home can contribute in a more effective way to the growth
of the child. The reporting process should foster mutual confidence

and partnership on the part of parents and children.

The reporting process should bring to light both individual and
group difSculties, and establish that mutual respect and confidence and
determination which is so essential for satisfactory learning. Likewise,



helpful relationship between the home and the school should be

fostered. The responsibility of the school cannot be discharged by
merely reporting that the child is doing unsatisfactory work.

Nothing succeeds like success. The reporting process should build

upon the success of the pupil in such a way as to stimulate growth.
When this is done there will grow up an understanding of the prin-

ciples and practices underlying modern education—the principles and
practices which must be understood and appreciated by the pupil, the

parent and the teacher, if all are to work in harmony in the interest

of child life.

Lester K. Ade
Superintendent of PuMic Instruction

June, 1935
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

IN

REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS

REPORTING develops situations which exert an influence upon the

mental health of the child, contributing in this way to the

development of his personality. It is fundamental that nothing

succeeds like success. To be mentally healthy, a learner must experi-

ence success. Do schools make this possible? Where pupil's progress

is reported in terms of rank in class, unwholesome rivalry often re-

sults. This would be acceptable, provided that all the children were
so endowed with intelligence, acumen, perseverance, and other con-

tributory traits that they could stand first or could succeed in some
measure, and schools were organized to give adequate attention to

individiial differences. Such, however, is rarely the ease.

Worlton^ raises the question : "Is it to the educational interests of

the elementai-y school child that he be regularly informed of his

comparative ranking with other pupils ? It is obvious that the receipt

of a report card at regular intervals during the school career of the

child may have far reaching effects on his outlook on life. We may
well consider the positive influences on character of (1) marks which
are consistently high, (2) marks which are consistently low or fail-

ing, (3) marks which represent excellence when the pupil knows he

has not done his best, or (4) marks which the pupil believes to be

unfair. In this connection the reader is reminded of some of the

more fundamental character traits which the modem progressive

school seeks to develop in children and is asked to examine the effect

on these traits of the practice of sending home periodically the com-
parative ratings of children. It will readily be admitted that the

child (1) should acquire confidence in himself, and in his ability to

succeed, (2) should develop an attitude of good will and friendliness

towards others, and (3) should set up as his goals the vital objectives

of education rather than high marks or other symbols of achieve-

ment. The constant emphasis given marks tends to dignify in the

child's mind the symbols of accomplishment rather than accomplish-

ment itself and thus to shift the child's objectives from the primary
goals of education to marks, honors, or other substitutes for legiti-

mate educational objectives. This emphasis causes the overly con-

scientious child to sacrifice his mental and physical health on the altar

of personal or family pride in his effort to score above his competitors.

Cheating, lying, erasing the teacher's marks and substituting higher

ones, forging the signature of parents, "losing" the report card, and
other harmful practices sometimes resorted to with satisfaction by
children of all types of ability as a means, of escaping the punish-

ment and humiliation, are apt to follow in the wake of low grades."

Morrison takes a very definite stand on this point. He says^

"Appraisal by rank in class is, therefore, badly calculated to identify

ij. T. Worlton. Shall We Eliminate the Comt)curative Marking System from the

Report Card? Elementary School Journal, November, 1933, pp. 176-84.
^ H. C. Morrison. The Practice of Teaching in Secondary Schools. University of

Chicago Press, 1931, pp. 74-75.

5
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and to measure the real educational product. In the place of inward

satisfaction in growth attained, of which the individual is certain,

it substitutes the restless ambition to surpass one's fellows. If the

pupil succeeds, he has acquired only a false outlook in life."

In the form of report used in Salt Lake City,^ "effort rather than

aceomplisthment becomes the primary factor in determining the

scholarship and citizenship of the pupil. The child with low native

ability has an equal chance with the highly endowed child to make a

favorable showing on this report form. If he i.s industrious, he does

not receive official notice of his relative inferiority in scholarship

during his entire attendance in the elementary school. The bright

child who does not live up to his possibilities is checked although he

may be the first ranking pupil in the class. The report does not
presume to show how much subject matter the pupil has mastered
nor his standing in comparison with other pupils of his class. This

information is obtained, however, and is shown in the detailed records

of test results and teacher's estimates, which are kept both in the

teacher's records and in the principal's files. Parents who are in-

terested in this type of information (some of them are) are invited

to call at the school and talk with the teacher and principal. At these

conferences all the information to be obtained from the school records

and the teacher's estimates, together with that which the parent can
supply, is made the basis for decisions respecting the child's educa-

tional welfare." Caution is necessary, for effort alone cannot be a
valid or an adequate measure of either progress or success.

There is definite experimental evidence to support the thesis that

comparative marking tends to be unfair to many pupils. Steinway's*

study finds that: "the following facts are outstanding: The pupils

having the highest mental age, with two exceptions, were all doing

poorer M'ork than we had a right to expect of them, judging by the

result of the mental test given. In two cases the educational age
was seventeen months below the mental age. In all but one or two
cases the pupils having the highest mental age were constantly rated

on report cards as above average students and labelled as great suc-

cesses when, in reality, although they were doing good work, several

were not living up to their possibilities as measured by the National

Intelligence Test and Stanford Achievement Test.

"The pupils having a low mental age were doing, in all cases but

one, as well as or better than we had a right to expect, judging by the

tests given. In one case, a boy was doing work thirteen months in

advance of what we had a right to expect of him, judging by the

results of the tests given. This boy had been marked on his report

card as below average for several years. Yet, judging by the results

of his tests, all this time he had been making as much growth in his

achievement as we had a right to expect of him. This fact was never

recorded on his report card, which was supposed to be a record of

measure of his success."

The references cited do not tell of the scenes in the homes of these

cliildren when reports are presented for parental "approval."

•J. T. Worlton. Shall We Eliminate the Comparative Marking System from the

Report Card? Elementary School Journal, November, 1933, pp. 176-84.

*L. S Steinway. Recording Success of Children. Educational Method, Vol. VIII,

No. 8, May, 1929, pp. 459-68.
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Close cooperation between the home and the school is essential if

the educative process is to reach its fullest culmination in the lives

of the pupils. A reporting system should assure the fullest coopera-

tion between the school and the home. It should carefully avoid

strained relationships between pupil-parent-teacher-school.

A reporting system which is based on this principle will (1) avoid

situations in which the pupil can most easily solve his problem by

any form of dishonesty; (2) create a situation in which the home

and the school will spontaneously cooperate to further the social,

emotional and intellectual well-being of the child; (3) be so draughted

that the child will exercise to the fullest extent his several abilities

and capacities through the removal, as completely as possible, of

harmful competition with other children in his environment ; and (4)

constantly encourage the pupil to excel his own previous record.

Delineations op Traits to be Stated Positively

A positive outlook on life is more cheerful, particularly for children,

or the young people in the grades, and will usually secure a more
hearty response. While from certain viewpoints, the negative state-

ment and attitude has advantages, the definitely positive statement

will usually be found to be superior. It is better for example, to

avoid a statement such as "Does not cooperate in group projects"

and to use in its stead "The pupil's cooperation in group projects

can be increased," or, "The pupil should learn to cooperate in group
projects.

'

'

Individual Differences Important

The difference between the "seventy percent hundred percenter"
and the "hundred percent seventy percenter" should be recognized.

Continually discouraging a pupil unable to achieve in certain fields by
writing on his report card grades of which he is both ashamed and
afraid to take home to his parents for "approval" is unjustified.

Mabel has a superior mind, Martha is average, while Mary rates

"dull" on test. This information will be given, in part, by test

results, teachers' estimates, and similar sources, which are confidential

data, suitable for intelligent use by the proper school officers, and
should not in general be handled by the pupil. Reporting the In-

telligence Quotient of the child to the parent except in conference
should not be done.

Cooperation Between Home and School Necessary

If the home is to cooperate to any extent in the remedial work the

school is attempting with a pupil, the school must inform the home of

the desired amount and kind of cooperation. If optical correction in

the form of glasses will improve a learner's accomplishment, it is

urgent that the school suggest this to the home. If the learner in

the higher grades has begun to practice improper study habits, these

can sometimes be eradicated by the home acting on the suggestion of

the school. The reporting system should provide for the transmission

of such information through the regular reporting channels.

The entire environment of the child must be considered in rela-

tion to the educative process. A successful school program must be
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interested in the establishment and maintenance of the closest co-

operation possible between the home and the school.

Traditional reporting has often been unsatisfactory in fostering this

relationship and the reporting situation has been inadequate to pro-
mote this cooperation, and a revision of the reporting system con-
sequently seems necessary.

Evidences op Grov^th Essential in Any Reporting Situation

There is a distinction between the pupil's efficiency and his rate of

growth. These two quantities are not unlike effieieiicy and time rate

of change of power, as understood in the precise language of the

physicist.

A fifth grade pupil who may score one hundred per cent on a third ,

grade achievement test would have a rather low efficiency rating.
'•

Suppose, however, two months later this same pupil scored eighty

per cent on a fourth grade achievement test in arithmetic, and two
months later (or four months after the first test) he scores seventy

per cent on a fifth grade achievement test in arithmetic. We have
here a measure of growth in arithmetic which is obviously at a rate

greater than that which could be accounted for on the basis of matura-
tion alone. This element is generally lacking on report cards in use.

Parents are definitely interested in the intellectual growth of their

children. Some measure of the mental growth of the child should

be made and recorded, and reported in some form (not necessarily a

precise form) to the parents. Examples of evidences of growth are

presented in the course of study in Bulletin 12, Course of Study in

Health Instriiction and Physical Education, Department of Public

Instruction, Harrisburg, 1933.

Reports Should be Pertinent and Meaningful

Time, effort, and valuable space should not be wasted by reporting

non-essential or trifling information. The inclusion of what at first

thought are considered non-essential elements may mean the exclusion

of some very necessary and important ones. Reports at best are brief.

"We are constantly reminded that space thereon is precious. Still

another element mnst be considered—the danger of false impressions.

If irrelevant material is carried on report cards, a pupil may be led

to a set of false values. Suppose Elmer's report card shows that he

was tardy three times during the current report period. What does

it mean? It indicates nothing* in and of itself. It may mean one of

many things. It may mean, for instance, that the clock in Elmer's

home stopped—that the trolley ear on which he was a passenger was
delayed—that the weather was so miserably inclement that nearly

everyone was late for his appointment. Of course, it may mean
that Elmer is beginning to establish a habit of procrastination. If

this be the case, this very thing, and not a portion of the evidence

for it, is the thing to report. It can be pointed out very definitely

that school records ure one thing and report cards are another.

A Basis for Forming an Estimate op the Pupil

When we reconsider Elmer's growing tendency to procrastinate, and

report the growth of this habit to the parent, we find that the report
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will reallj^ be meaningful if the school records show that Elmer was

tardy, lax about promptly completing certain assignments, that he had

"just forgotten" to do another, and that he had likewise omitted the

payment of a small loan from a classmate. Confidential school records

serve as the basis for the report to the home although the reported

item is a character trait. Even the traditional "87 in spelling" was

probably the average of several grades in the teacher's roll book. It

will, of course, be recognized that at times it will not be advisable to

restrict reported items to those whose support can be found, on de-

mand, either in case history files, cumulative records, or similar sources.

Accuracy Demands that School Data be Objective

It is important that reports be objective enough so as not to be

subjected to a multitude of interpretations as either the rating is re-

considered or is considered by someone else. Definitions of marks and

ratings are of assistance. For reasons that will appear later, it may

not be desirable to use in what may appear at first glance to be the

most objective of ratings, a number. The criterion of objectivity is

satisfied in any reporting situation in which clear, pertinent, unequiv-

ocal statements are made by words, symbols, or sentences either

written or spoken in such a way that the report itself does not evoke

prejudice and emotion because of the way it is stated.

Much Educational Data Essentially Conpidentu-L

^ Teachers wish to be careful in treating data which are essentially

confidential with the confidence it demands. A physician who divulged

to neighbors and associates personal information would not be toler-

ated Teachers and school executives must consider educational data

of a clinical nature (for example, the InteUigence Quotient) m the

same manner. Such data are not confined to Intelligence Quotients,

for much educational data arc of a confidential nature, and must be

reported and otherwise revealed only on a professional basis. These

confidential data, on the other hand, are used as the basis for ratings,

marks, or other legitimate purposes.

Establish Social Situations Favorable to Growth op Pupil

Parents and teachers should plan together to create a home en-

vironment in which educational outcomes will be formed. No less so

will teachers and principals do well to create in the school an environ-

ment in accord with certain characteristics of the learner which are

best known to the parents.

Reporting Procedure Should Care for Individual Dipperences

t The sociologist recognizes that in a family of three siblings, all of

these siblings have, actually, a different home environment, albeit they

live in the same house with their parents. Just so, a reporting situation

which may appear administratively uniform is actually a different

situation for each learner in the school. What may be excellent for

Elsie in a reporting situation might be disastrous for Dorothy.^ In-

flexible reporting situations tend to make Elsie's and Dorothy's re-

ports very much the same. It is quite probable that some elements of

the situation which are pertinent to Elsie may have only an inhibiting
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effect on Dorothy. We may be attempting to rate an excellent taxi

driver on the same scale that Ave would use for a future scientist.

The reporting program should be made flexible enough that each
learner may be considered in terms of the qualities most appropriate
to him, and his educational and vocational objectives.

Consider Whole Life op the Pupil

Emphasis placed by the school upon any one element of a learner's

personality to the partial or even total neglect of others tends to
create a fractional personality. The school must consider the life of

the whole learner both in its program and its reports.

Marking Systems

The Percentage System

Caution must be observed lest some marking systems create the

impression that a greater degree of accuracy is present in the mark
than in the data from which the mark was computed. This is an
outstandingly obvious property of the percentage system. If John
receives a grade of 78 in spelling, we might expect Agnes who re-

ceived a grade of 77 from the same teacher in the same subject to be

inferior to John as a speller. We know that such might not be the

case. The probability is that she is just as good, and the possibility

exists that she may even be a better speller than John. Teachers,

pupils, and parents, are likely to have a false conception of the pre-

cision of the percentage system of marking.

The percentage is very widely used, both in its own right and for

translation into some other system. This system would be sound if

no achievement was considered as zero percent and maximum achieve-

ment as one hundred percent. In practice, however, maximum achieve-

ment was usually the span or range of the test used. When the test

is too short, say fewer than 100 items, the percentage score measures
nothing in particular. V/hen no one finished the test, then one hun-
dred percent represented some level of achievement that someone
thought or hoped pupils could attain. Even if one hundred percent
always represented the maximum achievement on any particular test,

this very achievement was not, even for the same class, uniform or

even reliably predictable. Seventy-three percent as a grade then
means, in general, performance at seventy-three one-hundredths of

some level of performance.

Symbolic System

Another widely losed and highly favored system is one in which
symbols, usually the letters. A, B, C, D, and P, are used to represent

certain grades of excellence, or the degree to which certain traits or

other personal properties and atti'ibutes are present. This system is

sometimes abused by permitting an A to be the equivalent of 90 per-

cent to 100 percent. The symbolic system is at its best when an A is

defined in terms of the presence to the fullest extent of certain groups

of properties, B as the presence to some lesser, but defined, degree of

these same properties, and so on down the scale. This avoids the

creation of a large number of grade categories. For this latter reason,

the use of -j- or — signs in connection with the symbols is to be dis-
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couraged. It is to be understood that any other arrangement of

numbers or letters, such as 3, 2, 1, 0, —1, —2 ;
E, G, F, P, E

;
G, A, P,

F, for example, are symbolic marks and are considered as falling under
the symbolic classification.

The symbolic system means that we have determined usually ar-

bitrarily, what the maximum level of performance shall be. This is

made one end of a scale. When an attempt is made to determine the

other end, two categories emerge. One of the dichotomy is zero, as in

the case of spelling achievement. If a learner simply refuses to spell

or have anything to do with spelling, his rating on this scale is zero.

The other is a scale in which the opposite of the trait considered is

the negative and, the zero of the scale is realized when neither the

trait nor its opposite is present. This latter case can also be con-

sidered as an A, B, — , F scale superimposed upon a rating scale.

Consider, for example, a rating of cooperation. Maximum coopera-

tion would be A, the middle of the scale would be C, and the obtrusive

individual would be rated F on the cooperation scale.

The scale symbolic system is more "coarse grained," and conse-

quently more in harmony with the reliability of known educational

measures. Both the percentage scale and the symbolic scale impose
difficult comparisons of the pupils with each other.

DicHOTOMOus System

Marking systems are in use in which a dichotomy is created. The
only grades are Pass or Fail, or any preferred equivalents such as

satisfactory or unsatisfactory. As long as our schools are organized in

such a way that pupils fail, this dichotomous system has much to

recommend it. Everyone who passes, by however narrow a margin,
is stamped with official approval. There is no such thing as a barely

passing grade which is the maximum grade usually assigned to certain

groups of pupils who are not as keen as the others. To a large extent,

this eliminates certain harmful competition and satisfies to a degree

the demands of modern mental hygiene.

System of "M Scores"

Russell"' has advocated an interesting marking system based, es-

sentially, on the critical ratio. The scores which this system uses are

called "M Scores."

For simplicity, let us assume that we have a normal distribution in

hand whose kurtosis is known. We therefore can lay off from the

mean of this distribution a scale whose unit is the standard deviation,

and we shall arbitrarily ignore any scores greater than + So- and any
scores less than — So-, inasmuch as the probability of occurrence of

these scores is so very small. As shown in the illustration on page 12,

we have the lower scale which extends from — So to + So and which
is 100 units long, as the "M Scale." The units of measurement are

"M Units."
These "M Scores" are very similar to the "McCall T Scores." The

difference lies in the fact that they are based on the class in hand and
not on the group of unselected twelve year old pupils on which the

' C. RusseU. Rating School Pupils. Bureau of Publications, Columbia University,
New York City, 1932.
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"T Scores" are based. There is some statistical disadvantage to this,

inasmuch as several classes are not very easily compared. An "M
Score" of 70 might mean something different in terms of perform-
ance in one class than it would in another. Whilei it is easily possible

for the person with some statistical training to surmount this difficulty,

the classroom teacher will, in general, not be interested in the further
investment of time and effort required to do so.

Any "M Score" is easily computed. It is the raw score (test results,

or kindred score) multiplied by ten and divided by the standard de-

viation of the raw scores for the class under consideration, the whole
added algebraically to fifty. This is not difficult, as only one division

is required. The multiplication by ten merely shifts the decimal point

one place to the right, but in executing tlie algebraic sum of this quan-
tity and fifty, care must be exercised that subtraction is used if the

sigma score of the pupil is negative. Symbolically,

10 S
M = 50 H

where M is the "M Score" sought, S is the raw score, and the a the
standard deviation of the raw scores of the class under consideration.

Any one of the several methods of computing the standard devia-

tion of a group of scores may be used to determine this quantity, and
the reader is referred to any of tlie standard elementary texts on edu-
cational statistics".

"M Scores" are essentially different from both the percentage and
the symbolic grades. They are concerned only with the individual as

a member of the class. There is absolutely no indication of the ade-

" Excellent books by Tiegs and Crawford, Garrett, Holtzinger, and others are
available.
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quacy of performance of, say the model eliild. An "M Score" of

seventy indicates tliat a learner is performing much better than most

of his classmates—which might be damning with faint praise. The
machinery for computing an "M Score" is as good as any one could

wish, if the assumption is accepted that grades distribute themselves

by chance; that is in accordance with the so-called normal distribu-

tion function first discovered by Gauss, but for another purpose.

The "M Scale" has much to recommend it, but it is undesirable
from the competitive element introduced by its use. As long as the

comparison is drawn, through the use of the percentage or the sym-
bolic scales, between a learner and some arbitrary standard which is

hoped to be adequate for happy and efficient human functioning, peo-

ple are apt to feel, vaguely, that such comparison is not so bad. When,
on the other hand, the comparison is with a small arbitrarily deter-

mined social group (the class) the objections become more severe, and
much more valid. The consideration that the learner is constantly

compared with his associates whose weaknesses and strengths he may
already suspect is not only undesirable, but as Miss Steinway' has

demonstrated, is pernicious. The "M Score" cannot be considered

as meeting the criteria established in the previous section.

Rating Scales

Rating Scales have also been used to report pupil success. These

scales have been used singly, or several scales used with no attempt to

relate them. Some have found that their use has promoted objectivity

of rating because of the presence of terse, descriptive phrases along the

scale. Here the element of comparison is with an optimum individual.

Profile Charts

Rating Scales have been used by combining them into Profile Charts*

in which the intersection of the profile line and any scale, is the rating

on that scale. The presence of acute angles anywhere on the profile

line is indicative of lines along which further thought must be given

in the educational, and sometimes vocational guidance of the pupiL
All the objections to the individual Rating Scale are applicable to the

profile, and one more cogent one. The presence of an acute angle in

the profile line may always be removed by suitably changing the

order of the Rating Scales. This means, then, that we have gained

little or nothing by the use of the profile line.

Accomplishment Quotient

Some schools make but a single report to the parent, and use for

this purpose the single, but composite measure, the Accomplishment
Quotient. This is a rather simple concept, being the quotient of the

educational age by the mental ag'e. Symbolically,

E. A.

A. Q. =
M. A.

' L. S. Steinway. Recording Success of Children. Educational Method, Vol. VIII,
No. 8, May, 1929, pp. 459-68.

* Foster and Wilcox. From a Report Card to a Character Training Program.
Childhood Education, February, 1932, pp. 306-12.
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In many respects this is an excellent measure. There are some limita-

tions to its use. It does not, used singly, report all we want reported

about the progress of the pupil. As far as it goes, it meets the de-

mands of many of our criteria. In practice it may be supplemented
by more direct measures of industry, and other character traits, in

order that a more complete measure of the whole pupil may be ob-

tained from the given ratings. The Accomplishment Quotient tells

its story well, but the story is not long enough, the whole learner is

not considered.

"G Scores"

Closely allied to the use of the Accomplishment Quotient is the use

of educational age. This may be expressed very conveniently after

the manner of McCall and Bixler'-' in terms of years and montlis of in-

struction in the subject. For example, a Ga of 3.4 means that the

Arithmetic age of this child is the Arithmetic age of the average child

after three years and four months of instruction. These so-called "G
Scores" are reported as the grade, and a Gp, the placement score, is

computed by striking a weighted average of the several "G Scores" in

Arithmetic, Spelling, Reading, etc. By this technique, emphasis may
be placed on whatever subject or subject groups the needs of the par-

ticular grade demand, as, for example, Reading might well be given

early emphasis because it is so valuable as a tool in other lines of work.
'

' G Scores
'

' represent perhaps the best of the systems reviewed in that

most criteria are met. However, pupils in the Fifth Grade, one with

a Gr of 4.6 and another of 6.2 cannot help but feel that the 6.2 score

is the better.

Methods Used in Reporting Pupil Progress

Report Cards

A report card is construed as a card, folder, booklet, or any other

form, except a form letter, which is or can be used by a school in

reporting pupil success to the parents. Schools may then report on a

card, or by alternate methods such as letters, interviews with parents,

or other methods.

Considering first the report cards, we find that they use all the

methods outlined in the previous section, and, in addition, the rank

of the pupil in the class and the rank by percentiles of the pupil.

These additional methods are in such obvious antithesis to the best

principles of mental health that they were not for that reason, men-

tioned under the previous section. The United States Office of Educa-

tion has studied this question of the multitude of forms a report card

may assume". Mr. E. D. Crooks very ably summarizes" the reporting

situation to which the reader is referred for a briefer epitome.

The report card may be given to the pupil who will take it home

for parental inspection and sometimes "approval." As evidence of

" McCall and Bixler. How to Classify Pupils. Bureau of Publications, Teachers

CoUege, Columbia University, 1928.
10 United States Department of Interior, Office of Education. Provisions for Indi-

vidual Differences, Marking, and Promotion. Bulletin No. 17, 1932. Part IV, Chap-
ters I and II, pp. 424-72.

D Crooks Marks and Marking Systems: A Digest. Journal of Educational

Research, Vol. XXVII, No. 4, December, 1933, pp. 259-72.
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delivery, the signature of the parent or guardian is asked by the

school. When such report cards are returned to the school, with a

signature attached, it is assumed that a proper home contact has been
made so that the home understands in a measure the degree of pro-

gress made in the school by the child.

There are, however, many opportunities for undesirable educational

products, both direct and concomitant, in this procedure. One of the

greatest is the fact that there is often no understanding as to what
the marks mean. This sets up conflicts between the pupil and his

parents, and frequently between the parents and the school.

Some of the undesirable results may be eliminated by mailing the

report card to the home. The element of the cost of the postage

enters here, and many schools have, in the past, and, at present,

looked at this item with considerable disfavor.

It is usual to issue reports at regular intervals. The difficulty with
this practice is that it delays until the regular report period, the

making of a report when it would, in an individual case, be most
effective. In fact, something may be said in favor of the esoteric re-

port (a now and then report) which appears only when, and as, there

is something of interest to report. The best would be a combination
of the two—regularly issued reports supplemented by whatever esoteric

ones expediency dictates. If caution is exerted that the esoteric report

confines itself to truly relevant data and is issued at opportune times,

the combination would be as ideal as the reporting situation can be-

come within the limitations of a form.
Practically every report card examined, or which can be draughted

will be one of two kinds. It may be brief, concise, and quite objective

but the entries on the card are not items which constitute a "report"
—instead, they are items of a confidential nature which, properly

used, serve as the basis of a judgment or report rather than a report

itself. In this category belong all percentile grades, rankings, per-

centage marks, and even some of the symbolic grades. A report card

(folder, or small booklet) which couches the report in terms of accu-

rate observations about the learner, his habits, character traits, etc.,

must of necessity become a much larger booklet or folder than is now
in ordinary use. A report card alone is not adaptable to the require-

ment that home-school communication is essentially "two-way."
One of the devices with which a great many schools are experiment-

ing at this time is some form of an informal letter. These informal

letters may be divided into three types : First, those written primarily

as a group project in the class in which group information is included
and plays a large part

;
second, those written by the individual pupil

supplemented with a postscript by the teacher or principal ; and third,

those written entirely by the teacher or principal.

It is intended that these letters should reveal to the parent that a

careful study of the child has been made, that certain definite improve-
ment or non-improvement is going on, the extent to which growth has
characterized the work of the pupil and other related information both

with regard to the success of the school or group and the individual

pupil. Various techniques have been used in developing these letters

and the plan which is used in an individual situation will have some
bearing upon prevailing local conditions. Pupils will need much
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guidance in writing sncli letters to parents. In the lower grades most
of the statements probably will be dictated and the group aspect play

a large part.

An example of a letter or report in which there was a large amount
of group activity is as follows

:

Group Report Cards

Another effort in the direction of developing a satisfactory report-

ing situation is to be found in a plan developed in the Pasadena
Schools^-. In this report card one report is compiled for the entire

grade. The i-eport is made primarily as a result of the group think-

ing of the pupils. Such a report also provides for the teacher's com-
ment and the comment of the parent. The form of such a report is

as follows

:

Ebport op

Name: S F
Grade: 3A
School: P

Days Present 51 Days Absent 6

Foreword :

The following report has been compiled by the children for the purpose
of sharing with you their evaluation of their own efforts and achievements

in the light of their ability.

Your cooperation is asked in encouraging the child in the high standards

lie has set up for himself and his liouesty in his evaluation of himself.

I. Statement of the Activity:

We are making our costumes. Some are finished. Our poster is working
out nicely. In our Hebrew gardens, carrots, radishes, onions, beans, beets,

lentils, lettuce, flax, wheat and barley are growing. W^e have started skin

water bags. We had a Hebrew feast. Our play is growing.

II. What Kind of a Boy or Girl Am I?

I try to do what the group decides to do. I speak in a pleasanter voice
when I am helping anybody. 1 help the group by bringing many things we
need. I remember to take care of the things I am supposed to take care of.

I am trying to stop interrupting when someone else is talking. I rest better
than I did. I try to be honest in telling when I do something not quite right.

III. What Kind of Work Do I Do?

I still waste some time because I talk too much. I finish my jobs. I fin-

ished my costume long ago. My garden is growing nicely because I take
care of it. 1 worked on the poster. I made up a poem about "Eadishes and
Snails." My reading is getting better. My writing is better than it was in

my last report card. I am working on Arithmetic. My records are up to

date as soon as I finish "The Feast".

IV. What Are the Responsibilities of the Group?

We are improving going up and down stairs. The group needs to talk

less. We need softer voices. We should not laugh at mistakes or queer

questions of silliness. The group should improve in chasing in the hall and
room. We should not growl at each other.

Pupil's Comment:

I lilte this kind of report card and I like to make my Hebrew costume.

My report card makes me think. I like what we are studying.

S F— '—
Grace Ball. An Evolutionary Report Card. The Progressive Education Associa-

tion. February, 1935. Pages 89-94.
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Teacher's Comment:

S ' is making desirable social and academic growth.
He has faced his difficulties honestly. He is a very dependable, valuable mem-
ber of the group. His suggestions are helpful.

J — H
Parent's Comment:

We greatly appreciate the value of this type of record. We like the frank-
ness which it inspires. We have noticed a change in S
at home and with his playmates. He doesn't "growl" so much.

H F

Letters Written by Pupils

Such a pupil's letter to his parents may take the following form:

Dear Mother and Father:

Each six weeks I am asked by the school to tell you what we are doing
there, and how well I am succeeding in my school activities.

You will remember that I missed three days at school because of a cold, but
that my record shows no tardiness for all this term. My teachers all say I
do my work in school very promptly too.

My Arithmetic still is not as good as my teacher says it should be, and
she agrees with Dad that if I tried a little harder, I could master it. But
Mother, I don't like Arithmetic. Maybe that is why it gives me so much
trouble.

When I was helping set up that experiment on osmosis through the outer
membrane of an egg, which was so much fun I came late to dinner; I really

liked the time I spent in school that afternoon. I am leading my class in

Biology, the teacher says.

The school nurse says my frequent headaches are caused by rapid eating.

Maybe I can trj^ to eat more slowly if I may start before Dad comes home.
My teachers want to commend me on my promptness. Miss X

and Mr. T both told me particularly to say so when I next wrote
my report letter home.

Don't you and Dad like this report?
Affectionately,

John.

Teacher's or Principal's Notes and Comments:

We are very much pleased with John's work. Probably the sub.iect which
his teacher and he should give increased attention is Biology. John should be
encouraged to mingle more with his mates in play. He seldom takes an
active part in their play interests. He is more often found with a book than
with his playmates.

J. E. Smith, Principal

It the post scripttim is used on the pupil-written letter, care must
be exercised that the pupil's confidence is not violated. If the letter

is unsatisfactory, or even misleading or ambiguous, the pupil had
better re-draft it under supervision. Valuable training in brief, accu-

rate statement of conditions or facts is alforded the pupil by this

method of reporting. If the pupil's draft of the letter is satisfactory,

it would be well to have him see the post scriptum of the teacher,

principal, or school office. If this proves impractical, he should be

informed of the contents of the post scriptum by some other method.

It is imperative that the use of the post scriptum ii: viewed with

confidence by the pupil. Since the letter is so flexible in both form
and content, little can be said, except to suggest items the letter might

include. Such items are as follows

:

1. Specific acts, attitudes, accomplishments, or habits which the

school commends. These, better than anything else, will serve as an
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entree to the home; will awaken the parents' interest to a sympathetic
attention of what is to follow in the letter. They are citations of

actual incidents.

2. Attendance and tardiness data. If the school deems such data
pertinent, it can be included at this point. Such data is, however,
more appropriate in the files of the school and in the hands of the
child accountant or a research worker than in a report to the home.

3. Activities in which improvement is d&cired. A statement of

activities, or if deemed advisable, subjects or subject groups, in which
the learner is either unsuccessful, or is not working to reasonably

expected levels of performance.
4. Successful activities and satisfactory habits, skills, attit^ldes. A

statement similar to the previous one of those activities in which the

learner is definitely successful or in which he is Avorking to the level

of attainment which it is not reasonable to expect him to exceed.

5. Suggested reasons for failures gmd successes and methods of im-

provement. If the school can at this point recommend to the home
certain avenues of cooperation which are likely to result in improved
performance of the learner, a better opportunity is not likely to be

found. If the home has been cooperating in some definite way in

the past and this cooperation has resulted in increased success for

the learner, commendation for such cooperation can be made here.

(Reasons for failures and successes can be woven into the fabric at

this point, and if they are, they should precede the recommendations).

6. Health; personal data. Medical factors affecting the learner's

educational progress can well be inserted at this point. Such items

as a suggested tonsilectomy would be pertinent as well as alteration!>

in eating or sleeping habits, etc.

7. Improvement in habits, altitudes, and skills. A statement of

habits, attitudes, and skills in which the learner is either deficient or

is not performing to the degree of excellence usual to the learner.

8. Satisfactory habits, attitudes, and skills. Read again the point

numbered four. Witli this point (or paragraph) the letter may well

be brought to a complimentary close.

Letters Written by Teachers

In some of the experiments which have been developed no comment
is jDlaced on the report of the pupil unless it is understood and ac-

cepted by the pupil and unless he is willing to have it pat there.

The report can be made to the home by a letter from the teacher,

principal, or school office issuing the letter over the principal's signa-

ture. A letter by the principal might take the form

:

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jones
438 North Fourth Street

Eeading, Pennsylvania
Dear Patrons:
Your son John was absent three times since the last report was submitted,

but he has not been tardy this term. The school appreciates the reasons for

each of these absences and has excused all of them. John is to be commended
for his promptness.

Aritlimetic does not seem to hold interest for the boy, and his progress in

self control is but moderate. Perhaps he does not adequately apply himself.

If either or both of you could call at the office, I shall welcome a conference
with you concerning John's Arithmetic difficulties. If it is not convenient for
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you to come during the day, we shall be glad to make an appointment with
you for any Tuesday evening between C:30 and 9:00 p. m.
On the other hand, his work in Biology occupies much of his time—

I

sometimes feel a disproportionate amount. He seems to prefer a book on
Science and a corner of the school library to his companions.
John still complains to the school nurse, who is of the opinion that he

habitually eats too rapidly, about his severe headaches. Since lie lives so close

to the school and does not take his lunch here, you may find this information
of value to you in checking his health habits.

John is to be commended on his promptness and liis courtesy, and he ap-

pears to be developing a carefulness of manipulation which should he en-

couraged in the home.
Very truly yours,

J. E. Smith, Principal.

It is recommended that such a letter be posted aud not transmitted

to the home in any otlier way.
These reports should be such as will call attention to pupils behind

in their work at a time sufficiently early to effect constructive remedial
treatment. The letter, due to its informal nature, many times reveals

to the jn'incipal facts that he would have been unable to secure from
any other source. The pupil, the teacher, or the parent will uncon-
sciously give information that is very valuable to the principal. For
example, in the letter of the pupil to his parent, the principal may
consider the statement concerning Biology to be worthy of investi-

gation. The teacher may be confining the work of the class too much
to the textbook. If the principal is not entirely familiar Avith teach-

ing procedures in this particular class, he will include it upon his

next visitation.

This system of informing the parent or other person concerned of

the pupil's progress necessitates some additional work on the part of

the school administrator. The fact that the parent has a more ac-

curate and definite picture of the pupil should justify the means.
Responses of parents to these letters indicate their increased cooper-

ation and enthusiastic favor to the plan. Such a plan will call forth

from the teacher a more complete diagnosis of each pupil's difficulties.

This Avill result in his discovering certain weaknesses in the pupil's

learning or in his method of presentation. The benefit gained in pupil

achievement through remedial measures adopted, alone commend this

type of the informal letter.

PennsyWania schools are experimenting with the informal letter.

In State College the pupil is under the tutelage of but one teacher so

the teachers are not required to submit a report to the homeroom teacher

as is the case in Newton, Massachusetts, but can draft the letter di-

rectly. Four letters which have been used in this First Grade situation

are reproduced here with the permission of Mr. Hays.^^

State College Public Schools

To the Parents of P A
202 W. College Avenue State College, Pa.

Instead of the usual formal Report Card, we hope to give you more informal
note at regular iiitervals during the year. The next report will be sent with
the pupil about December 19th. Afternoon sessions will begin October 30th.

Phyllis is well prepared for her tirst year work. She attempts her new
work happily and eagerly and is nicely adjusted in the group.
The birth certificate should be presented to Miss MeClellan before October

20th.

"This work was initiated by Sunervisingr Principal Jo Hays with the assistance
of Mrs. Nora M. GrafRns, Miss N. Isabell Boyd and Miss Edna Hackenberg.
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The school nurse reports the weight to be 44. Miss McClellan is in her office,

phone 663, daily from 9:00 to 10:00 and will be glad to speak with you at

that time if you have matters to take up with her.

You are welcome to visit classes at any time. Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:15
all rooms observe Parents Conference Hour. Come talk with me at that time.

Teacher

September 29, 1933.

State College Public Schools

To the Parents of P A ——

—

202 W. College Avenue State College, Pa.

Phyllis is doing very satisfactory school work. She is learning to read
with ease ; is an eager little worker, but does her most dependable work when
she is kept calm and quiet.

She did very well in lier vocabulary test for the first fifty words presented.

The school nurse reports the weight to be 47. Miss McClellan is in her
office, phone 663, daily from 9:00 to 10:00 and will be glad to speak with
you at that time if you have matters to take up with her.

You are welcome to visit classes at any time. Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:15
all rooms observe Parents Conference Hour. Come talk with me at that time.

Teacher

December 19, 1933.

State College Public Schools

To the Parents of J A
713 N. Allen Street State College, Pa.

Jane is making remarkable progress in her school work especially with her
Reading. She made a fine record in her vocabulary test on the first fifty

words presented.
Her handwork is not yet satisfactory, but I feel that is a matter of develop-

ment that cannot be pushed.
The school nurse reports the weight to be 41. Miss McClellan is in her

office, phone 663, daily from 9:00 to 10:00 and will be glad to speak with
you at that time if you have matters to take up with her.

You are welcome to visit classes at any time. Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:15
all rooms observe Parents Conference Hour. Come talk with me at that time.

The next report will be sent with the pupil about February 28, 1934.

Teacher —
January 12, 1934.

The experiment begun in October 1933 in the Newton, Massachusetts,

Public Schools is still in progress. Detailed bulletins describing the

experiment are available, and they include many letters which have
been used in the actual situation. These letters are reproduced here

by the most gracious permission of Superintendent Lnnd.^*

The Elementary School

The following is a letter which concerns a boy of average ability

who is responding fairly well.

Subject Teachers' Comments

Dear Mr. and Mrs.

You will be glad to hear that Charles is carrying on the work of the Fifth

Grade in a satisfactory way. He shows excellent spirit and ability in all play-

ground activities.

His English is not up to the quality of the good work he is doing in

Arithmetic and Spelling. Geography and History offer him more difficulty,

and he would be in trouble were it not for his excellent effort. The help that

" This work was initiated by Superintendent Lund with the assistance of Miss
Heloiae Cliase, Miss Mary Cleveland, Mis.s Mary Gianferante, Miss AUce J. Kennedy,
Miss Maude S. Stewart, and Mr. Haydn Pearson.
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you have been giving him at home since our talk last fall has been a real aid

in these subjects.

You can take pride in a faithful and conscientious boy.

Sincerely yours,

Teacher

The girl referred to in this letter is of excellent student material

and is making the most of her capacity.

Dear Mr. and Mrs.
You will be glad to hear that Barbara is doing unusually fine work in all

subjects in the Fourth Grade.
Barbara uses her time to good advantage and is apparently interested in

all the activities carried on in the Grade. She shows unusual abilities as a

leader in any group.
Sincerely j-ours,

Teacher

The boy referred to in this letter is a problem in school.

Dear Mr. and Mrs.
As you know, John is not doing the work of his grade, due, perhaps to

some physical difiieulty.

John is generally happy in his surroundings. He is willing to participate

in group activities and is espeeally keen about athletics. As he does not

seem to be able to do the work of the Grade, he spends much time in bothering

his neighbors. This may be due to some difficulty. He is also over-talkative.

These are now his only means of attracting the attention which he desires.

As for his work habits, his papers are not handed in unless reminded. He
wastes his time partly because the work is too hard for him and partly because
of difficulty in following directions.

In all subjects he is below the grade level. He does not do the work that
is expected of hun and lacks the courage to attack it.

John takes home his good Spelling papers, which makes us feel that he
craves mere home interest

Sineerelj' yours.

Teacher

The girl referred to in this letter is of average ability but is having
too many demands placed upon her.

Dear Mr. and Mrs.
Jean seems to be very happy in school. She is alwaj's wilKng to try to do

anything that will help her. She is a most trustworthj' child and accepts
responsibilities. Her weakness seems to be lack of concentration. The reason
for this may be in too many interests outside of school.

I am sure that Jean could do better work if she had more time for free

play and out-of-door activities. She lias ability to do unusually fine work in

music and enjoys it very much. She is doing the work of the Grade in all

subjects but Eeading and Spelling—these do oifer a real difficulty. She is

getting extra help in Eeading with a small group which should help her
greatly.

Sincerely yours,

Teacher

A letter sent to the home of an above-average child who is making
unusual progress.

Dear Mr. and Mrs.
Jane has been working faithfully and successfully during the last four

months. She is always ready to contribute when she has an undertaking of
the subject or to ask a question on a point with which she needs help. She
goes a step beyond mere learning of an assignment and often brings in her
individual contribution to class. She has done remarkable work in Science.
Both you and she have been generous with reference material.

All her good habits of work and her natural ability have made school ac-

complishment unusually satisfactory.

Sincerely yours.

Teacher
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Carl is a junior high school boy of average ability who is not doing
what would be expected of him.

Subject Teachers' Comments '

Science

Physical Over-sized for age and shows lack of coordination.

Health

Mental Because of above is oversensitive.

Health

Social Does not wish to participate in group activity.

Adjustment

Work Work habits in general good, shows initiative at times, but very
Habits unreliable when carrying out assigned tasks.

Achievement Achievement below expectation. Notebook not up-to-date. Does
not participate in class discussions. Written work poor.

English
Physical Tires easily, seems under nervous tension and cannot relax.

Health

Mental Peels inferior.

Health

Social Unwilling to participate. Always obedient.
Adjustment

Work Works slowly with poor application and much inaccuracy. Too
Habits fond of reading.

Achievement Doesn't do as well as he sliould. Makes no contributions orally,

but at times shows real talent in some original poems.

Social Studies

Physical Posture is habitually such as may cause future difficulty.

Health

Mental Is moody; lacks confidence in self; self-conscious.

Health

Social He follows the leadership of others rather than exerting his own
Adjustment ability in this line.

Work Does not follow directions accurately and is unreliable unless care-

Habits fully supervised.

Achievement Test results indicate lack of study. Improved effort necessary to

success.

Mathematics

Physical Lack of muscular coordination shown by poor handwork.
Health

Mental
Health

Social

Adjustment

Excuses lack of success by persistent refusal to recognize useful-

ness of subject as background for future is planned.

Work Does not apply himself well. Fails to complete home work. Is

Habits satisfied with mediocre accomplishment in class.

Achievement Is barely meeting requirements of group when much better achieve-

ment is expected.
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Foreign Languages

Physical Lacks power of endurance. Often seems sleepy.

Health

Mental
Health

. participates only when urged.

(
Sees humor in others' faults or disabilities.

Social
Adjustment

Work Lacks concentration and serious purpose.

Habits Does not ask for help even when recognizing need.

Achievement Is not meeting requirements of course.

Printing

Physical Large compared to others of group.

Health

Mental Wants to drop printing.

Health

Social Careless about his own job, but critical of others.

Adjustment

Work Pools and bothers other boys.

Habits

Achievement Knows what should be done but does not do it.

The following letter written by the home room teacher is based

upon the preceding- data. This letter is suitable in cases where parents

will appreciate this kind of an analysis.

My dear Mr.
In passing through the adolescent stage, Carl's physical growth has appar-

ently led to a lack of coordination. This is evidenced by the fact that all

his subject teachers have commented upon oversensitiveness, self-consciousness,

failure to participate in group activities. Furthermore, he is too easily amused
at the faults of others.

At times he shows initiative in Science, but in general he is unreliable in
carrying out assigned tasks. He shows lack of concentration and serious

attitude towards his own success. Only with careful supervision does he ap-
proach satisfactory results. You can help by insisting on completion of

homework.
His work in Social Studies, Foreign Languages, and Printing is not satisfac-

tory. Mathematics, Science, and English show only mediocre results, in com-
parison with the standard which his subject teachers feel he should attain.

It is mutually agreed that efficient application will improve his standing.
Sincerely yours.

The Senior High School

Subject Teachers' Comments

Commercial

Physical Won't wear her glasses.

Health

Mental Inclined to be apathetic unless crossed when she becomes stubborn.

Health

Social

Adjustment

Work Work is untidy, limited span of attention.

Habits

Achievement Erratic, due to lack of interest. Does less than might be ex-

pected.
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Social Studies

Physical Doesn't wear glasses purcliased by E. C. Attendance poor. Ex-
Health cuses inadequate and unreliable.

Mental Tells impossible stories to excuse herself. Imagines physical ills.

Health

Social Seldom participates voluntarily. Not open-minded as to other
Adjustment people's viewpoints.

Work Never makes use of reference books. Prefers lesson which re-

Habits quires little reasoning.

Achievement Conditioned by interest, which is difficult to arouse.

Mathematics
Physical Untidy in dress. Seems tired, apparently from lack of sufficient

Health sleep.

Mental Moody, evasive.

Health

Social Beginning to show interest in boys.

Adjustment

Work Application and perseverance poor; however, voluntarily asked for

Habits assistance last week in seventh period.

Achievement Spasmodic, not sufficient for capacity.

English

Physical Has to be spoken to about wearing glasses.

Health

Mental
Health

Social Adolescent adjustment unsatisfactory, due to undue interest in

Adjustment bodily functions.

Work Wastes time re-living last night's card party.

Habits

Achievement Not achieving satisfactorily because fundamentals not thoroughly
acquired.

Practical Arts
Physical Dirty; shows poor choice of food.

Health

Mental Impatient when things don 't run smoothly.

Health

Social Children don't like to work with her.

Adjustment

Work Can do a good job at cleaning up, but is apt to be too indifferent

Habits to follow the job through.

Achievement Eesults not satisfactory through indifference.

Physical Education

Physical Very unclean about person. Defective eyes. Gains at normal rate.

Health

Mental
Health

Social Chosen last in games. Borrows and is careless about returning

Adjustment property.

Work Follows directions only wlien checked up.

Habits

Achievement Mediocre.
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Dear Mr. and Mrs.
We are glad to report that Catherine has voluntarily gone to her Mathe-

matics teacher for special help within the last week. May we suggest that

she carry this on in all her subjects, so that by the end of the year, she will

have accomplished what is required of her?

Catherine's Mathematics, Social Studies, and Commercial teachers feel that

she is capable of doing better work, but is held back by lack of interest. In
English she has not learned thoroughly certain facts necessary to carry on
the work of this grade.

It is possible for her to do acceptable work in Practical Arts and Physical

Education but she shows a very indifferent spirit in both subjects.

One thing which may influence Catherine's work is the fact that she does

not wear her glasses. We have often spoken of this to her, and suggest that

you discuss it with her.

She is neither as happy nor as successful as we feel she could be. Could

you come to school as you did before, in order that we may discuss some con-

ditions which are difiSeult to cover properly by letter, but which may affect

Catherine's attitude to a great extent? If it is not possible for you to come
to us, when may we come to you?

Very sincerely yours,

The Personal Conference

The informal letter is not superior to and can never take the place

of the personal conference.

The personal conference between teacher and parent or principal

and parent is becoming more widely used each year. It is true that

some form of conference with parents has been in ii.se since the origin

of the public school. Most of these interviews were initiated by the

irate parent prompted by the old time school marking system or com-

plaints for the boy or girl in the family. While this type of confer-

ence still plays a part in school supervision, it has decreased due to

the fact that in most eases the parent is kept in closer touch with the

work of the school.

The tendency, at present, is not to wait for intermittent visits at

the thought of the parent but for the school to solicit conferences.

Through an adequate cumulative record system following the child's

progress through the school, the principal and teacher has an excellent

opportunity to evaluate the individual pupil's achievement. A frank

discussion by the principal, guidance counselor, or teacher at intervals

with the parent concerning the good as well as the poor qualities of a

pupil's work is extremely beneficial. The parent forms an intelligent

contact with the school. He becomes interested in the work of the

school. He sees the relation of the school 's program to his child. Thus

he becomes better able to assist his child in his progress in school

and thus cooperate with the work of the school.

To the principal, guidance counselor, and teacher, this is an op-

portunity to secure a better understanding of home conditions and a

more complete informative record of the pupil's disposition or re-

action to the school. Such material will be invaluable as an aid in

determining remedial methods of instruction applicable to individiial

ease problems, and in adjusting school requirements to the capacities

and needs of individual pupils.

The conference with the parent includes a discussion of a factor

relative to the pupil's progress. His physical condition as revealed

by the school's medical service, his home surroundings as revealed by

1= See Bulletin 81, Cumulative Pupil Personnel Records for Elementary and Sec-

ondary Schools, published by the Department of Public Instruction.
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the social service of the school are important. His attendance, his

interests, his activities within and without the school, his abilitv in

relation to what he has done in school work, his future activity, are
items which are of primary importance and interest to most parents.

It can be seen that a close tie-up with the social and health agencies
within the district furnishes valuable supplemental^ information.

When serious difficulties are being encountered by the pupil, a visit

to the home by the counselor, visiting teacher or teacher is necessary.

Many schools so arrange the program of visitation so that each teacher
has only fifteen or fewer visits to be made each year. Some visitation

is necessary to any adequate program of understanding the child. In
order that service of this type can be expeditiously performed, some
schools file a copy of the permanent records by families. Reports of

individual pupils are kept in a family folder. These are maintained
in this order as long as there is an educable child, under sixteen years
of age or in school. Since family situations are subject to change,
revision at frequent intervals is necessary. The family information
with a history of contacts and treatment is indispensable in dealing
constructively with the home problem of children who are also prob-
lems in school.

The unreliable method of determining a semester's mark by combin-
ing an average of two or three intermittent tests and the score on the

final examination is being .supplanted by more scientific and humane
procedures in evaluating piipil progress. Mrs. Eleanor P. Wood em-
phasizes this point in her statement, "The ultimate goal of education

is surely not the successful passing of examinations ; it is rather the

helping of boys and girls, men and women, to those levels commen-
surate with their abilities and interests and helping them to obtain

the habits of mind, the tools and skills which will aid them in a happy
and useful living."

The Home Visit and Personal Interview

There is no method of reporting pupil progress which is as flexible

as the personal interview. By its use the communication between
parents and teacher is mo.st fully developed. Even a certain degree

of rapport will develop in some instances. Indeed, it serves many im-

portant functions, only one of which is the tendering of a report. It

is an excellent opportnnitv for educational, vocational, and character

guidance of the highest kind.

Teachers in our schools do not know enough about the M'hole environ-

ment of the learners whose educational environment they purport to

manipulate. To be really effective in the directing of their learning,

more knowledge of the whole environment must be available to the

teacher. A friendly visit to the home of each learner during the first

month of the school term, or as soon thereafter as practical, is es.sential

to this knowledge. Some teachers must continually guard against

creating the impression in the home that their ^asit is of a "prying"
nature. This will not prove difficult, but it is well for many teachers

to have considered the possibility of their creating this impression.

Really, prying is the gathering of information which is none of the

sratherer's concern. Since this is true, it helps to discriminate between
informational items, so that the gathering of data pertinent to the

educational—yes, even the ideational—environment is a legitimate
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activity of the teaelier who functions as the educational and character

guidance counsellor. It should not be necessary to mention the or-

dinary restrictions which tact and common sense will impose—to say
nothing of the tenets of good taste which are inherent in the character

of every person qualified to mould young lives ; that is, to
'

' teach.
'

'

What educational purposes does this preliminary visit serve? The
teacher learns where the child lives. It can be pointed out, pai'entheti-

cally, that the address alone does not adequately do this : it is valuable,

for example, to know that the pupil's residence is the only painted one
in a row of frame structures, that it is surrounded by flowers, or that

it shows, on the other hand, signs of neglect. The teacher learns of

the weaknesses and strengths of the home ; that is, the physical en-

vironment of the learner. She can also learn of the attitude of the

parent toward both the child and the school, of the child toward the

parent and the home—in short, the ideational environment of the

learner. In many situations it is not sufficient that two adults have
an interest in a child, one as parent and the other as teacher, so that

a friendly, eager cooperation will result. More ties are frequently

necessary. Sometimes, common interests are discovered such as religion,

nationality, mutual friends, fraternal or other memberships, flowers,

pets, "peeves," travels, or hobbies. Many people welcome interesting

differences, and esteeming individuals as friends because of certain

differences. For example, in an eastern Pennsylvania city a strong
friendship exists between a musician and a machinist because the

musician will play for his friend who simply has no manipulative skill

in music and is in turn benefitted by having his instrument maintained
in perfect mechanical condition

;
something he could not do for him-

self. Many people have avoeational interests, which if they realized

it, would considerably widen their circle of friends ; and this is

peculiarly true of teachers. All of these contacts with the home will

engender a sense of security on the part of the learner in the school

envii'onment in which the teacher is frequently the focus. It is need-
less to say that really lasting character cannot be grown by the learner

without this security.

In many smaller school systems where the services of a school nurse,

or a visiting teacher are not available, the important work of these offi-

ces settle upon the teacher. Follow-up visits after medical inspection

at the school or after receipt of a report of illness of a pupil are always
appreciated whenever there is something which deserves consideration

by the home. Many parents may not be acquainted with community
resources available to them in the event of certain kinds of illness. The
teacher who can easily establish contact with the agencies in control

of these resources will frequently be repaid many fold for her efforts

—

repaid in lasting human values of which friendship is but one. In some
instances the teacher may have to start further back by pointing out
the advisability or even necessity, of certain kinds of medical correction

which are unknown to the parents. When, in the ordinary school rou-

tine, the teacher is not a stranger in the home, the contact having been
made as outlined in the previous paragraph, this aspect of the profes-

sional activities of the teacher in the smaller communities is made
mvich easier.

Teachers will recognize, of course, that most of the interviews for

the purpose of reporting pupil progress will be held in the school,
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In fact it is much better to do this because of the availability of the

school records, particularly the learner's cumulative record. The in-

terview in the school vpill tend to be briefer and more businesslike than
the interview in the home. This makes for economy of time which
anyway will be all too short. While it is true that for reporting pur-

poses the school has advantages over the home, nevertheless, there are

situations in which all of the interviews will be held in the home. These
situations will not be numerous, and any increase in their numbers
must be discouraged.

The conference in the school would, ideally, be conducted in the

private office of the dean of instruction. In many schools where there

is no dean, the homeroom teacher can conduct the interview. In this

event, one of two arrangements must be made; either a suitably

furnished conference room is provided; or the conference is held after

the school has dismissed. In the former case, the conference room'

can be used by a different home room teacher each period. If the

teaching schedule is too heavy to permit this, the conference must be

held after the school has been dismissed, and then the homeroom itself

can be used. The furniture of the school room is designed for an-

other purpose, and the proper atmosphere for the reporting conference

is hard to create in a large, empty school room. The time of the

interview is limited in practically every case to the latter portion of

the afternoon which is certainly not the most convenient part of the

day for the housewife. For her, the early afternoon hours would be

best. But it is not only the mother who will be interested in and
aft'ected by the reporting conference, but the father as well. For him
afternoon hours are usually not welcome. These, and other considera-

tions point to the evening as a likely time for a conference with

parents. The question of the number of evenings required immediately

looms large.

When we consider the facts that the interviews need not be lengthy,

nor that they need not be individual, the question of the availability

of time for these interviews becomes much less formidable. The tech-

nique of the group interview can be used in some situations and at

least partially wherever a sufficiently homogeneous group problem in

educational guidance presents itself. For example, consider ten chil-

dren in a homeroom whose progress is satisfactory, who exhibit adequate

social and emotional adjustment to the school environment, and where-

in no outstanding guidance problem protrudes itself. There is no

reason why the parents of all ten of these children cannot be invited

to the school for conference at the same time. In fact, cogent argu-

ments could be presented which, among other things, would say that

teu conferences which say the same thing would be wasting nine times

the time for one of the conferences. The element of the personal

contact between these twenty parents and the teacher will actually

be enhanced by the meeting in a group. Community of purpose will

do this. Naturally, the teacher cannot include in such a group too

many persons who have not already been visited as previously out-

lined, or otherwise made acquainted with the teacher. Bj the proper

use of the group interview and other well known devices, the entire

population of even a large homeroom can thus be covered by the use

of but one evening a month. It is surprising how large the task of
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interview looms to the uninitiated, and how easy it is in practice. To
those who say this amount of reporting- cannot be done in this amount
of time, the answer is : try it, and see liow easily and rapidly it can be

done.

The conditions under which the interview is held are very import-

ant. Foi'tunately, most of them are under the control of the inter-

viewer. The interviewer is governed by two main groups of factors;

physical, and socio-psychologieal. The physical factors include those

of comfort (temperature, humidity), isolation or privacy (only the

participants are present, the room is quiet), and facility of material
(records are available, etc.). The thoughtful and experienced inter-

viewer sees to these matters as a part of the routine of the arrange-

ment of the interview. The socio-psychological factors are more
under the control of the interviewer than the physical factors. Their
mastery is what is usually meant by "skill in interviewing". The atti-

tude must be friendly. The interviewer must remember that she (or

he) is the interviewee's host. The interviewee must be made to feel

secure, that is at his ease. The interview, although crisp and business-

like must be leisurely in that there is no exhibition of impatience on
the interviewer's part to get this "over with" and get on with the next.

There must be a lack of evidence of pre-occupation and the pressure of

obligations. Attention must be maintainecl by all the participants.

Each interviewer will know best how he can keep the train of thought

"on the main line". Any of the standard works on interview tech-

nique will be found beneficial to the novice.

It is essential that a record of the interview be kept. This record
will be necessary in order that the school will know what the inter-

viewing teacher (dean, principal) has suggested in the way of guid-

ance, what she has learned from the parent concerning the learner

being reported upon, and what the attitude of the parents has been,

and the ways in which this attitude flavored the entire interview. It

would certainly be an imposition upon the teacher to require that the

interview be "written u.p" as is customary with interviews in social

ease work. Tlie necessary information can rapidly be entered on a

form immediately after the interview. The use of a form will

encourage a certain amount of uniformity in the interviews themselves

as well as the records of the interviews. It is to be hoped that the

amount of uniformity thus procured will be beneficial rather than
extreme and objectionable.
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A form such as the following may' be used

:

Interview Keport

REPORT OF INTERVIEW OF
Interviewer Position

WITH
Interviewee Interviewee

CONCERNING THE SCHOOL SUCCESS OF

Iriterviewee

A PUPIL IN THE
Pupil's Name

HELD IN AT O'CLOCK ON..
Grade or Class Room and Building (or Address) Time Date

ATTITUDE OF INTERVIEVS^EE (S)

OTHER

CHANGE OF ATTITUDE
(Trace change)

CHECK, IF EVEN TENOR
Obtrusive
Non-cooperative ....

Disinterested

Neutral
Interested

Cooperative
Enthusiastic

REPORT MADE (FILL IN BEFORE INTERVIEW)

GUIDANCE DISCUS-
SION

GUIDANCE PLANS

DATA LEARNED FROM INTERVIEWEE
NOTES AND
REMARKS
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Your Child in Work and Study Habits: Very Part

.
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Very
Part

.

0
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Very Part

(

Pract

Very
Part

,
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I. Begins work promptly.

2. Works without wasting time.

3. Follows directions without unnecessary questions.

4. Is accurate.

5. Does work neatly.

6. Asks for help when necessary.

7. Completes assignments.
1

8. Participates freely and courteously in class

discussions and activities.

9. Finds new tasks when assignments are finished.
1 1

10. Is attentive.

In Social and Personal Traits:

I. Works and plays agreeably with others.

1

1

2. Tries to do his share in the group.
1

3. Is courteous toward others in classroom, halls,

lunchroom, basement and on the playground.
1

1

4. Is careful of school materials and property.

5. Is dependable.

6. Accepts criticism in good spirit and tries to

profit from it.

GROWTH IN INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
Your Child in Reading:

I. Makes an effort to understand the meaning,

use, and pronunciation of new words.

1

2. Understands what he reads at fourth grade level.

3. Reads silently at a satisfactory rate.

4. Is careful to read small words and endings

correctly.

5. Reads well to others.

6. Is interested in reading freely at his grade level.

In Spelling:

I. Is successful in learning to spell new words.

2. Spells words correctly in written work..

In Language:
I. Speaks distinctly in a pleasing tone of v-aice.

2. Speaks in complete sentences.

3. Tells experiences in a way that interests others.

4. Uses new words correctly in speaking vocabulary.

5. Observes correct written form.

6. Writes in complete sentences.

7. Keeps to a point of interest in written or

spoken English.
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Your Child In Arithmetic: addition
1

I. Is accurate and checks answers in^

subtraction
1 1 1

multiplication
1 1

division
|

1

1

2. Reads and understands aritlimetic problems at 1

his grade level.
|

3. Works at a satisfactory speed.
|

|

4. Brings in arithmetic problems an
trative material derived from
experiences.

d other illus-

out-of-school
1

5. Learns the number facts for his grade.
1

In Social Science (Geography and History):

I. Is thoughtful in discussing problems and in re-

porting related personal experiences.

2. Remembers the important facts.

3. Is interested in reading supplementary material.
_

4. Selects and contributes appropriate material

relating to topics being studied.
1

In Natural Science:

I. Makes careful observations and
prepared reports upon them.

gives well-
1

1

2. Is sensitive to conditions that afiect the wel-
fare of plant and animal life.

3, Collects specimens and arranges them well.

4. Shows interest in reading supplementary material.
1

In Fine and Industrial Arts:

I. Does careful work.
1

1 1

1 1

1 1

2. Shows originality.
1

3. Shows enjoyment of art.
1

4. Does skillful work.
1

In Writing:

I. Practices neatness and good form
ten work.

in all writ-

1

2. Ranks at his grade according to

writing chart.

the standard

In Music:

I. Participates readily in music activities.

2. Sings with a clear, light tone.

3. Mas a good feeling for rhythm.

4. Reads, music well at his grade level.
1

5. Listens attentively to good music. 1

6. Shows independence in singing alone. 1




